
Larry, sounds like you are prematurely old, what with the possibility of arthritis, suffering 
the effects of disappation, etc. But as long as the teat show =ping, at least you to date bave nothing but whatever is troubling you to worry about. oking aside, hope they 
find whatever the cause is. Tour 2/7 came today. Is the Adams in the liquoroboart scandal 
mentioned by Rife? The name spunda familiar. ,The Romero Al story is the only US wire copy 
of which know. If you can thing of who spoke to you about it and what was said, lUd like to know. i2his may be another "darewell America", with the benefit of the knowledge 
gained by the mistakes with it. There will be major U.S. publication and it has to be a 
fake. I presume intelligence benefits from it and interest in it. Frame-Ups are you sure 
it was only "several weeks ago" that you saw it advertised in the Ames? Layt time of which I know was November, and that is more: weeks ago than "several". I don t have a 
single copy yet. Or any explanation. Don't bother to copy Crazy Sherman's letter to Ca, 
2/73. I have a copy, thnnks. By the way, the literary agency handling the Romero book in 
the US is Scott Meredith, if they have a previous record with the dubious. They are big. Back to Adams: if he figures with Rife and helped the mob, it gets lots more interesting, 

_doesnpt it? Beat to your arthritis, your prostate, your disappationa-you: NW 2/12/73 
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Feb. 7, 1973 

Dear Harold, 

Just a quick note. I'll write to Rife as soon as I can. I've been in and out of hospital for tests. Still haven't found anything. I may just be dissipated or have arthritis or something. We don't have a Narboro here. I did see your book advertised in NY Times several weeks ago. 
I still haven't made it to coroner .,s office. If I cover the crash hearings it will all be in there. We don't have the report mentioned. I don't know why. We shld. The little clip is all I've heard on Romero, although someone else mentioned it to me. 

fo  

LARRY S. FINLEY 


